
Your flexi points 
are ready to spend!

Unwind with this 10 
minute meditation

Check out Friday's 
announcement here

"Thanks for all your help 
this week, couldn't have 
done it without you!"

New perks have 
just landed!

Sign up to our cycle 
to work scheme

Australian Sports Foundation 

(ASF) is the country’s leading not-

for-profit sports fundraising body. 

With a goal to develop an active 

and healthy nation, ASF works with 

sporting organisations, grassroots 

clubs and athletes to run fundraising 

campaigns, as well as raising money 

themselves for grant programs.

ASF has a hybrid working model, 

and with employees spread across 

Australia, the leadership team 

were keen to develop a culture 

of appreciation between people 

that weren’t always together. A 

gap was identified around reward 

and recognition, and Perkbox 

were chosen to help with this.

AUSTRALIAN SPORTS 
FOUNDATION 
AND PERKBOX:
Kicking off a modern EVP

21 employees

Australia

Perks hub, Wellness hub,  
Celebration hub, Culture hub

40 Flexi points a month

www.perkbox.com

http://www.perkbox.com/uk
http://www. perkbox.com/uk
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Developing a winning team spirit

Our Celebration hub tool was designed 
with dispersed teams in mind. Whether 
employees are in different offices, states 
or even countries, they can recognise 
each other in a simple and engaging way. 

Executive Assistant Jodie Constable 
was delighted with how easy it 
is to use and believes this is one 
of the reasons it’s become a core 
part of people’s working weeks.

"At ASF, when we think of recognition, we 
think of Perkbox and Celebration Hub. It’s 
really assisted us in turning our reward and 
recognition culture from something that 
was done on an ad-hoc basis, to something 
that is now done nearly every week."

"Being a hybrid workplace, you can’t 
always keep across what everyone is 
up to and Celebration Hub highlights 
and draws attention to those little 
wins across the business."

A speedy solution for 
regular rewarding

While recognition is super important, 
it can be even more powerful 
when complemented with rewards, 
particularly when managers are 
showing appreciation for their teams’ 
good work. Previously, ASF leaders 
would make infrequent recognitions, 
and Jodie had to manually source and 
purchase the rewards. However, the 
introduction of Global Reward to our 
platform has changed the game. 

A world-first, it gives managers the 
ability to instantly reward their people 
with location-agnostic Reward points. 
As well as reducing the admin burden 
on Jodie — who simply allocates Reward 
point budgets to managers — it makes 
rewarding a more regular habit.

“Having access to Reward points has 
really helped cement monthly recognition 
from our Leadership team. We now 
have a Recognition item included on 
our monthly team meeting agenda 
and we allocate Reward points to the 
leaders every month. Something that 
was previously only done once or twice 
a year is now being done every month.”

AUSTRALIAN SPORT FOUNDATION2   

https://www.perkbox.com/uk/resources/press-releases/perkbox-launches-global-reward
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Something for every 
individual, in every lane

It’s always been important to ASF 
that employees were given choice 
— previously Jodie used to source 
multi-store gift cards for them as 
rewards. Perkbox has made this 
more seamless and digital.

The Reward points we mentioned 
earlier can be spent on a huge 
catalogue of rewards — empowering 
employees and ensuring they’ll get 
something meaningful each time.

Meanwhile, Perks hub has a wide range 
of deals and discounts to help people 
save money on everything from groceries 
to clothes to travel. With studies showing 
that the average Australian household 
spends almost $2,000 a month on 
goods and services, and employees 
looking for tangible help during these 
financially challenging times, Perks 
hub takes on even more importance. 

Just as important for ASF employees is 
the monthly allocation of 40 Flexi points 
they each get. They can spend these on 
a selection of extras, or roll them over.

Jodie believes that this ability 
to cater for everyone’s lifestyles 
is key, and in line with how the 
company likes to treat its people.

“We have always been big on giving our 
staff a choice in terms of how they are 
rewarded, and the Reward points system 
has allowed us to continue providing 
choice and flexibility to our staff.

The staff are also really impressed with 
the ways they can use their Flexi points. 
Some are serial spenders and spend their 
points every month, whereas others 
choose to accumulate their points and 
save up for something really special.”

AUSTRALIAN SPORT FOUNDATION3   
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This is a boiled-down version of Australian Sports Foundation's success story.  
You can find the full version here.

An all-star platform

ASF employees have an 100% activation 
rate on the platform, something 
Jodie puts down to the simplicity of 
everything being in a single place. 

“It really is a one-stop-shop. Celebration hub 
has really promoted greater peer-to-peer 
recognition, which is such an important 
factor in building a strong culture. We 
can also reward those staff who go 
above and beyond with Reward points. 

Wellness Hub is there to support staff with 
their wellbeing — I've heard some great 
feedback from staff using the meditations, 
sleep stories and at home workouts. 

And of course, Perks hub is the cherry on 
top of our employee benefits package. It’s 
an obvious favourite with our staff and has 
the highest usage out of all the hubs."

Playing the long game

The Perkbox platform is something 
ASF staff are engaged with from day 1, 
with the onboarding process including a 
session specifically about the platform. 
The first 12 months have definitely 
been a success — and Jodie doesn’t 
think this will stop anytime soon.

“Before Perkbox there wasn’t a lot 
happening in this space. For me, 
implementing Perkbox was the start 
of modernising our EVP. The platform 
will always form a key component 
of our benefits package. I see us 
being around for the long haul.”

AUSTRALIAN SPORT FOUNDATION4   

https://www.perkbox.com/au/resources/stories/australian-sports-foundation
https://www.perkbox.com/uk


Caring for, connecting 
with and celebrating your 

employees across the globe
Perkbox is a global benefits and rewards platform that allows

companies to care for, connect with and celebrate their
employees, no matter where they are or what they want.

We also host events, publish ebooks, write articles
and create videos that will help you build a happy,

healthy and motivated workforce.

See the platform in action

Learn more 
about Perkbox

https://twitter.com/perkbox
https://www.facebook.com/perkbox.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/perkbox/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj12NcTuUjDd8ljEuTIXrYQ
https://www.instagram.com/perkbox/
mailto:explore%40perkbox.com?subject=
https://www.perkbox.com/au/demo
http://www.perkbox.com/au

